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the second chapter of battle for middle earth ii titles making of middle earth, and this chapter talks
us through the creation of the game. a lot of thought has gone into the battle system, and there are

a number of mechanics involved. they are discussed in more detail in separate how to battles
articles. in this edition, well look at the overall battle mechanics, how to setup a battle and simulate

the experience. theres a long tradition of computerised board games modelling combat, from
wargaming, wargaming (now defunct) to wargame engines such as netrunner and arduon. but we

are not aware of any computerised medieval rts games. i was a child of the late '80s and early '90s,
so i was exposed to a lot of media from that time period. these included middle earth calendars for
august, september, and october of 2001, featuring large posters of theodens army battle scenes,

with maps of mordor surrounding it. in 2005, with the publication of the lord of the rings: the return
of the king film, calendars featuring detailed battle scenes from the film and film stills were issued. a

calendar for 2006 released in march 2006 featured widescreen images of the battle of amon hen
from the two towers as well as calendars from previous years. there are also a number of books

available on the subject of middle earth combat. these include hobbits. the battle of the green fields:
with a battle of dol amroth from 1983 (a british magazine publication), angmar reborn by the late

walter bortiss-weddle (a wargaming magazine publication), and battle in mordor by steve hultgreen.
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